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Berghahn Books, Incorporated, United States, 1999. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 212 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.While the Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
became an international film classic, its director, Robert Wiene, was disparaged and even forgotten.
Wiene s oeuvre, however, exhibits a surprising versatility and quality, featuring Raskolnikov, an
expressionist adaptation of Dostoevsky s novel, INRI, a monumental Bible epic, Orlac s Hands, a
psychological thriller, and Der Rosenkavalier, an ambitious opera film. His last film,
Ultimatum(1938), is a vehement warning of approaching war, which remains relevant today. With
painstaking research of the major European film archives, the author s detailed portrait reveals a
career far more differentiated than hitherto acknowledged. Caligar/i - though rated the second
most important film in German film history in a recent critic s and scholar s poll - was a landmark
rather than a culmination in a career that successfully oscillated between artistic and commercial
interests. As the field of film studies rediscovers film history and the value of historical context for
the analysis of individual films, monographs on filmmakers are increasingly valuable to scholars
and students of both film history and cultural studies. Through the...
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This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt

I just started out looking at this ebook. This can be for those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Dr . Fr eddie Gr eenholt Jr .-- Dr . Fr eddie Gr eenholt Jr .
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